1. Jon Christian Ryter’s Conservative World
   The plot began, the indictment said, when the Wahlers created a fraudulent Private Treasury Direct Account [PTDA] or [USTDA] which they used as the "strawman." To utilize the TDA, the Wahlers had to create the illusion they had drawing rights on the TDA.
   http://www.jonchristianryter.com/Two_Cents/2cworth.080712.html

2. Playing the Commerce Game: Report
   Since the Treasury Direct Account (TDA) exists for the strawman - who, until now, has been controlled by government - We can gain control (and ownership) of the strawman by first activating the TDA and then filing an UCC-1 Financing Statement.
   http://educationcenter2000.com/playing_the_commerce_game.html

3. Tax Newsletter - 2007
   The IRS has provided procedures for taxpayers on how to make the election to no longer maintain a surety bond or Treasury Direct Account (TDA) to avoid recapture of ...

4. Accepted (For?) As Value - The Water Engine
   A TDA is a special account that is set up with Treasury for purchasing Treasury securities. I was surprised to see that term being used again. -End quote ...
   http://www.thewaterengine.com/acceptedasvalue.htm

5. ECC - ECCLESIASTIC COMMONWEALTH COMMUNITY - UCC "Redemption" Scheme
   First off, the Aware Group talks about this Treasury Direct Account. There is such a thing, but not as they describe it. The TDA is used for ...
   http://ecclesia.org/forum/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=56

   Oct 27, 2008 ... This revenue procedure affects taxpayers who are maintaining a surety bond or a Treasury Direct Account (TDA) to satisfy the low-income ...

7. Strawman, straw man, artificial person, birth certificate, fictional
   Property of the real man once again becomes tax exempt & free from levy, as it must be in accord with HJR-192. Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back & Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA).
   http://www.nmcservices.net/strawman.html

8. Taking Back your Power is learning the difference between you ...
   Sending the non-negotiable Charge Back and Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account...
(TDA). What is our TDA? Title 26 USC section 163(h)(3)(B)(ii ... http://www.real-debt-elimination.com/bank_fraud/taking_back_your_power/9-me_and_my_SHADO W.htm 87%

9. Internal Revenue Bulletin - October 27, 2008 - INCOME TAX
Oct 27, 2008 ... This procedure informs all taxpayers who hold a surety bond ... http://www.irs.gov/irb/2008-43_IRB/ar01.html 86%

10. The Exemption Process and Debt Elimination
Since the Treasury Direct Account (TDA) exists for the STRAWMAN - who, until now, has been controlled by the government - WE can gain control and ownership of the ... http://www.educationcenter2000.com/Federal_Reserve.htm 86%

11. Is the Redemption Process the Proper Response to Government ...
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back & Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? Let's go to Title 26 USC & take a look ... http://www.iff-ifoundfreedom.com/freeedom/redemption.html 85%

12. Mickey on Banking - Commerce - Commerce Game Exposed
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back and Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? Let's go to ... http://www.mickeyonbanking.org/articles/commerce/commercegame.html 85%

13. Your straw man (Strawman) is an artificial person
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back & Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? ... Since the claim has been accepted for value & is prepaid, & our TDA account is exempt from levy, the request for the Fiduciary Tax Est ... http://freedom-school.com/aware/your-straw-man-is-an-artificial-person.html 85%

14. COMMERCE GAME EXPOSED How To Play
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back and Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? Let's go to Title 26 USC and take a look at ... http://www.freedom-school.com/law/PLAY_BALL.htm 84%

15. Screw the IRS and get away with it!
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back and Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? ... http://opposingdigits.com/forums/about2013-0-asc-15.html 84%

accumulated adjustments account; AAA; Sec. 1368; premiums paid by S corporation employer-owned ... Treasury Direct Account; TDA; discontinuance. Rev. Proc. 2008-63 (IRB 2008-42) Sec. 1058; transfer of securities under requirements of Sec. 1058(b); default ... http://www.smbiz.com/sbrl040i.html 84%
17. **You Can Discharge Almost Any Debt with Proper Use of the UCC**
   Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back and Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our Treasury Direct Account? ...
   84%

18. **Abbreviations - Small Business Taxes & Management**
   Mar 3, 2011 ... T.D.--Treasury Decision TDA--Taxpayer delinquency account. TDA--Treasury Direct Account TDI--Taxpayer delinquency investigation ...
   [http://www.smbiz.com/sbql010.html](http://www.smbiz.com/sbql010.html)
   83%

19. **LIHTC News Archive - 2008**
   The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) today issued guidance for taxpayers who are maintaining a surety bond or a Treasury Direct Account (TDA) to satisfy the low-income ...
   83%

20. **THE COMMERCE GAME EXPOSED How To Play - Learn How To Play ...**
   Cestui Que Trust Accounts; CHECKMATE! SPEEDING FINE CAMERA OFFENCE - CASE DISMISSED; Classified Files - Thomas Anderson's Book Series - THE BOOKS THE GOVERNMENT, BANKS AND ...
   83%

21. **The Matrix, the Federal Reserve, the Banks and the Strawman**
   The following are direct statements from the movie: ... Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back and Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA?
   [http://www.luisprada.com/Protected/the_matrix_the_federal_reserve_the_banks_and_the_strawman.htm](http://www.luisprada.com/Protected/the_matrix_the_federal_reserve_the_banks_and_the_strawman.htm)
   83%

22. **Your Birth Certificate & Life Pledged As Collateral**
   Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back and Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? Let's go to Title 26 ...
   83%

23. **Your Birth Certificate is a security traded on the Stock Exchange ...**
   It's called a TDA account, Treasury Direct Account. reply posted on 22-4-2010 @ 12:26 AM by Max_TO. reply to post by GreenBiCMan ...
   [http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread563781/pg1](http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread563781/pg1)
   83%

24. **Mortgage Bankers Association Sold $79 Million Headquarters for $41 ...**
   Feb 7, 2011 ... Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back & Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? ...
   82%
25. **The Atlantean Conspiracy: You Are All Slaves**  
Jan 10, 2011 ... Since the TDA exists for the STRAWMAN - who, until now, ... bank accounts—often referred to as U.S. Treasury Direct Accounts”—for all U.S. ...  
http://www.atlanteanconspiracy.com/2011/01/you-are-all-slaves.html  
82%

26. **The Commercial Game - How to Play**  
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back and Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA)*. What is our TDA*? Let's go to Title 26 USC and take a look at ...  
http://naturallyprudent.com/CommerceGame.html  
82%

27. **The Lies You Have Been Told and The Truth You Haven't ...**  
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back & Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? Let's go to Title 26 USC & take a look at section ...  
http://insanegoodreviews.com/the-lies-you-have-been-told-and-the-truth-you-havent/  
82%

28. **Private Offset Bond (an explanation of said instrument ...**  
... promissory notes drawn up from your local office max stores that you purchase off the shelf but accessing your bond from your tda account (treasury direct account) is ...  
81%

29. **Harassing calls from a debt collector? Here is what you need to ...**  
Dec 4, 2007 ... There is a TDA (TREASURY DIRECT ACCOUNT) account with over 1 million dollars of your money available to discharge all your debts. ...  
http://800notes.com/arts/KBN5c2IzIAC_wQjKBNRWFA?cp=112  
80%

30. **ucc-1 strawman | Facebook**  
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back & Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? Let's go to Title 26 USC & take a look ...  
80%

31. **Blog : Careful, 'cause you Won't get what you wish for...**  
The latest appears to be the so-called birth certificate stock scam, or TDA account (Treasury Direct Account). People are already shelling out hundreds of dollars in the ...  
http://seniorfriendfinder.com/blog/6429/post_132498.html  
79%

32. **How We Were Put Into the "Commerce Game": A Report on History**  
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back and Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our Treasury Direct Account? ...  
79%

33. **'Strawman' vs. Real person - The Hawai'i Cannabis (THC ...**  
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back & Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? Let's go to Title 26 USC & take a look at section ...  
http://www.thc-ministry.org/forum/showthread.php?t=12324
34. **THE COMMERCE GAME EXPOSED How To Play - Learn How To Play ACCEPTED ...**
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back and Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? ... 

35. **The Strawman [Archive] - David Icke's Official Forums**
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back & Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? Let's go to Title 26 USC & take a look at section ... 

36. **Commerce Game Exposed**
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back and Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? Let's go to Title 26 USC and take a look at section 163(h)(3)(B)(ii), $1,000,000 limitation: 
http://aef_boundless.tripod.com/aefboundlessfactsoflaw/id16.html

37. **Historical Development of Modern Feudalism**
our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? Title 26 USC section 163(h)(3)(B)(ii), $1,000,000 limitation: "The aggregate amount treated as acquisition ... 
http://www.supremelaw.org/authors/anonymous/truthshallprevail.htm

38. **How They Have Stolen Your Soul... « A BeeLog From ANexWorldOrder**
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back and Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? ... First, by activating the TDA we gain limited control over the funds in the account. This allows us to also move entries, figures an 
http://ohsyrusssss.wordpress.com/2009/02/18/how-they-have-stolen-your-soul/

39. **http://www.mickeyonbanking.org/articles/mac/commercegame.txt**
Property of the real man once again becomes tax exempt and free from levy, as it must be in accord with HJR-192. Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back and Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). 
http://www.mickeyonbanking.org/articles/mac/commercegame.txt

40. **Strawman: Redemption Process**
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back & Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? ... Since the claim has been accepted for value & is prepaid, & our TDA account is exempt from levy, the request for the Fiduciary Tax Est 

41. **Your Birth Certificate & Life Pledged As Collateral [Archive ...**
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back and Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? ...
42. **All Slaves**
Sending the non-negotiable Charge Back and Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? Title 26 USC section 163(h)(3)(B)(ii), $ ...

http://www.gnosticliberationfront.com/you_are_all_slaves.htm

77%

43. **Facts of LAW**
"A fact that is frequently overlooked is that Executive orders and proclamations of the President normally have no direct effect upon private persons or their property, and instead, normally constitute only directives or instructions to officers or employe ...

http://aef_boundless.tripod.com/aefboundless/id13.html

77%

44. **Freedom From Taxation – Freedom From Taxation and Recovering Your ...**
Create new account · Request new password. Terminology ... will also allow you to access the Treasury Direct Account or TDA which was opened for the ...

http://www.truth-it.net/freedom_from_taxation.html

77%

An 80 Gig classic IPod loaded with 800+ videos, lectures of hidden truth, & esoteric knowledge; 30+ days of quality information. ... JG Research Notes CopyPaste 3Serpent ... Without Prejudice UCC 1.207; When you use "without prejudice UCC 1-207" in ; conne ...

http://joegalaxy.net/jGRN/jGRN3SerpentNotes.htm

77%

46. **Redemption book, ucc, ucc1, ucc financing statement, alex ...**
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back & Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? Let's go to Title 26 USC & take a look at section ...

http://www.legalucc.com/strawman.html

77%

47. **Some Where All Land's Myspace Blog |**
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back & Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? Let's go to Title 26 USC & take a look ...

http://blogs.myspace.com/upstatenyrainbowfamily

77%

48. **A FIVE MINUTE MUST READ | Facebook**
Sending the non-negotiable Charge Back and Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? ... First, by activating the TDA we gain limited control over the funds in the account. This allows us to also move entries, figures an ...

http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=63392421358

76%

49. **Deep Politics Monitor: YOU ARE ALL SLAVES - Taking Back Your ...**
Sending the non-negotiable Charge Back and Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? Title 26 USC section 163(h)(3)(B)(ii), $1,000,000 ...

http://webabuser.blogspot.blogspot.com/2011/01/you-are-all-slaves-taking-back-your.html

76%
50. **HJR 192**
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back and Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? Let's go to Title 26 USC and take a ... 
http://www.nomoredebt.cc/hjr192.html
76%

51. **Open Minds Forum - reclaim your strawman**
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back & Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? Let's go to Title 26 USC & take a look at section ... 
http://lucianarchy.proboards.com/index.cgi?board=general&action=display&thread=6525
76%

52. **United Caucasian College Fund...**
... over 3000 hours studying the STRAW MAN and the debt from 1933 ~ it is my understanding that commercial debt can still be charged back to your TDA (Treasury Direct Account ... 
http://www.datehookup.com/Thread-176978.htm
76%

53. **Commerce Game Exposed**
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back and Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? Let's go to Title 26 USC and take a ... 
74%

54. **La Matriz, la Reserva Federal, los Bancos y el Hombre de Paja**
... de Regreso” ["Charge Back"] y la “Factura de Intercambio” ["Bill of Exchange"] nos da acceso a nuestra Cuenta Directa del Tesoro ["Treasury Direct Account"] (TDA). 
http://www.luisprada.com/Protected/la_matriz_la_reserva_federal_los_bancos_y_el_hombre_de_paja.htm
74%

55. **Message Board « Foreclosure Fraud – Fighting Foreclosure ...**
Did you check the clerk of court web site in GA to see what they have? They charge you to look, I have an account and would be more than happy to check for you. 
http://4closurefraud.org/message-board/
74%

56. **Practical Investment Management 3e Chapter 4**
7. A bond investor receives a check or direct deposit of interest on a bond. It is likely that which of the following terms is not ... 16. The minimum investment into a Treasury Direct Account (TDA) is: a. $10,000 for a Treasury bill. b. $5,000 for a Treas 
http://www.swlearning.com/finance/strong/pim3e/quiz04/quiz04.html
74%

57. **Tesoro Del Alma: This is off the FBI Site**
... Department controls bank accounts—often referred to as "U.S. Treasury Direct Accounts ... TDA-6; Wayne's Mine in the Caballo's; Silver Reef Silver Mine Mill Site on 07 ... 
http://tesoro-del-alma.blogspot.com/2009/08/this-is-off-fbi-site.html
74%

58. **2008depressionwhyisthishappening.blogspot.com**
... BPDLogin?application=rs">Treasury Direct Account</a><br /><br /><a
Argument:
http://www.treasurydirect.gov/instit/statreg/fraud/fraud_bogussightdraft.htm

59. Governors of all 50 states... - Page 1289
... the mythical "Treasury Direct Account" and take out loans on houses, ... These TDA's can vary from $750000 to $11.5 Million dollars ...
http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message1029116/pg1289

60. Draft Date: 07-10-03
2008-60 SECTION 1. PURPOSE This revenue procedure affects taxpayers who are maintaining a surety bond or a Treasury Direct Account (TDA) to satisfy the low-income housing tax credit recapture exception in 42(j)(6) of the Internal Revenue Code (the Code), a

61. Rod Blagojevich trial timeline, Media enables Blagojevich innocence
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back & Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA? ... This $1,000,000 (one million) account is for the straw man (Strawman), the fictional "person" with the name in all caps &/or last name

62. Tax News - October 2008, 03
Daily Tax News - Center for Tax Studies ... The IRS has provided procedures for taxpayers on how to make the election to no longer maintain a surety bond or Treasury Direct Account (TDA) to avoid recapture of the low-income housing credit.
http://www.centerfortaxstudies.com/blog/taxnews/2008/10/03/

63. Your Straw Man
Property of the real man once again becomes tax exempt & free from levy, as it must be in accord with HJR-192. Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back & Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our TDA?
http://www.scribd.com/doc/21488369/Your-Straw-Man

64. Accepted for Value
Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back and Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account (TDA). What is our Treasury Direct Account? ... Since the Treasury Direct Account (TDA) exists for the STRAWMAN - who, until now, has been controlled by governm

65. Financial, Investing and Stock Glossary - TheStreet.com
A 403(b) plan, sometimes known as a tax-sheltered annuity (TSA) or a tax-deferred annuity ... Brokerage account
http://www.thestreet.com/glossary/find.html?query=B
66. Financial, Investing and Stock Glossary - TheStreet.com
   ... as part of a qualified plan, such as a traditional 401(k), 403(b), or tax-deferred annuity ... Asset
   management account (AMA)
   http://www.thestreet.com/glossary/find.html?query=N
   71%

67. Vaken.se - Investera i guld? [Forum - Ekonomi]
   Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back & Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account
   (TDA). What is our TDA? Let's go to Title 26 USC & take a look at section ...
   71%

68. $SPX Chart Analysis | Phil’s Stock World
   TDA would not allow spreads; TOS does. Neither will allow naked options. ... downgraded collateral
   MCRI EU Nasdaq 100 Income Distribution Treasury Direct account Fed Chairman ...
   http://www.philstockworld.com/tag/spx-chart-analysis/
   70%

   Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back & Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account
   (TDA). What is our TDA? ... Since the claim has been accepted for value & is prepaid, & our TDA
   account is exempt from levy, the request for the Fiduciary Tax Est
   http://blog.myspace.com/sovereignamerican420
   70%

70. Strawman–UCC 1–Uniform Commercial Code–Take back your Strawman
   Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back & Bill of Exchange accesses our Treasury Direct Account
   (TDA). What is our TDA? ... Since the claim has been accepted for value & is prepaid, & our TDA
   account is exempt from levy, the request for the Fiduciary Tax Est
   http://www.nmcservices.net/strawmanrow1col1.html
   70%

71. The Lies You Have Been Told and The Truth You Haven’t. «
   (Commonwealth of Massachusetts vs. Melton, Secretary of the Treasury, ... one who acts as an
   agent for another for the purposes of taking title to real property and executing whatever
   documents and instruments the principal may direct. Person who purchases
   http://insanegoodreviews.com?p=174
   70%

72. TWM | [Devel] Phil’s Stock World
   TDA would not allow spreads; TOS does. Neither will allow naked options. ... SKF PBS Newshour
   milk Domestic Airline Passengers profitability STR Treasury Direct account The ...
   http://devel.philstockworld.com/tag/twm/
   70%

73. Take Back Your Strawman
   Sending the nonnegotiable Charge Back & Bill of Exchange accesses our ...
   69%

74. AEM | Phil’s Stock World
   TDA would not allow spreads; TOS does. Neither will allow naked options. ... debt risk leverage
   ratio of 3% Dot Com Stocks Treasury Direct account locking down rear earth ...
75. **Squalene | Phil’s Stock World**

TDA would not allow spreads; TOS does. Neither will allow naked options. ... trading ideas Treasury Direct account Wilbur L. Ross Jr buy signal USD national security rainy day DHI ...

http://www.philstockworld.com/tag/squalene/

67%

76. **?????? ? ??????: ? ???????**

[/url], http://www.quebecel.com/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=3021 download patch Account Pro v8.2.412, 4036, **** cialis wholesale


65%

77. **Sitemap | Phil’s Stock World**

Mar 11, 2011 ... TDA would not allow spreads; TOS does. Neither will allow naked options. ... The Biggest Bond Fund In The World Has Dumped All Of Their U.S. Treasury Bonds? ...... WFR LEN Nancy Pelosi Nike Treasury Direct account Dennis Overbye China’s ..

http://www.philstockworld.com/sitemap/

51%
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